
It is desirable to determine just which drugs are rea-

sonable to deliver into a prescribed cell compartment

using modular nanotransporters (MNT) before starting

their description and characteristics of the latter. At least

two groups of drugs can be considered. The first group

consists of substances that are able to exhibit their action

only after appearing in a certain cell compartment (like

DNA in the cell nucleus). The second group might

include antitumor drugs able to carry out cytotoxic action

in any part of a cell, but the cell compartment most sen-

sitive to their action can be found. It can be characterized

as the compartment into which a minimal dose of this

cytotoxic agent will cause cell death. Examples of this

group are photosensitizers (PS) used for photodynamic

therapy of a number of diseases, especially for tumor dis-

eases, and radionuclides emitting short-range particles

(such as alpha-particle emitters (APE)) used for

endotherapy of malignant tumors or Auger1 electron

emitters suggested for the same purpose.
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Abstract—This review deals with artificial modular nanotransporters (MNT) of polypeptide nature for drug delivery into tar-

get cells and then into a specified cell compartment like the nucleus. The developed approach is based on the use of intra-

cellular transport processes characteristic of practically all cells, including cancer cells. The first MNT module ligand car-

ries out a double function: specific recognition of a cancer target cell and penetration into the cell via receptor-mediated

endocytosis. The movement of the MNT within the cell along this path specifies the need to supply the MNT with an endo-

somolytic module making it possible to leave the endocytotic pathway before getting into lysosomes in order to have time

for interaction with importins. For this purpose, a polypeptide fragment able to make defects in membranes only at the pH

of endosomes is used as the second module. Delivery into the cell nucleus is provided by the third module containing an

amino acid sequence of nuclear localization, “recognized” by importins located in the hyaloplasm. And finally, the fourth

module, a carrier for joining the transported drug, is incorporated into the MNT. Depending on the type of ligand module,

MNT for different target cell types have been produced. Each module retains its activity within the MNT, ligand modules

bind target receptors with high affinity, while the module with the nuclear localization sequence binds importins. The endo-

somolytic module forms pores in lipid membranes through which MNT are able to leave acidifying cell compartments

(endosomes). Modules within MNT can be replaced or transposed, which makes it possible to use them for delivery of dif-

ferent drugs into different target cells and their compartments. It was shown that photosensitizers and radionuclides used for

cancer therapy acquire pronounced cell specificity as well as the 10-1000-fold higher efficiency resulting from their delivery

into the most vulnerable compartment – the cell nucleus.
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It is known concerning PS that: (i) active oxygen

forms (singlet oxygen, hydroxyl radical, and some other

free radicals) are the primary cytotoxic factor of PS; (ii)

the cell nucleus is the cell compartment most sensitive to

damaging effect of reactive oxygen species; (iii) PS are

localized in different cell compartments with the excep-

tion of cell nucleus; (iv) in the case of systemic introduc-

tion, blood proteins bind PS, which probably define

greater uptake of PS by cells than the physicochemical

properties of the PS; (v) photo-physical properties of PS

within their complexes with blood proteins can differ

from the properties of the free PS. Previous reviews,

including those by the author and his colleagues [1, 2],

dealt with the bases of these theses. It is known already for

over 50 years that the cell nucleus is the most sensitive cell

compartment for alpha particles [3]. As for Auger elec-

tron emitting radionuclides, they are practically outside

the cell nucleus [4]. These conclusions suggest the expe-

diency of minimization of random PS interactions with

blood components and giving to PS and APE the ability

to penetrate into the target cell nuclei.

ADDRESSED DELIVERY OF PHOTOSENSITIZERS

INTO THE NUCLEI OF TARGET CELLS

It is possible to deliver PS or APE into the cell nucle-

us by creation of special transporters with properties, pre-

scribed in advance, which could provide for the target cell

“recognition”, absorption by this cell of transporters with

PS or APE, and their following penetration into the cell

nucleus. To achieve this, we elaborated modular trans-

porters (for review see [1]) having (1) an internalized lig-

and module providing for the target cell “recognition” and

subsequent receptor-mediated transporter endocytosis;

(2) an endosomolytic module allowing the transporter to

leave endosomes; (3) a module with the nuclear localiza-

tion sequence (NLS) via which it interacts with importins,

the cytosol proteins providing for active transport into the

nucleus, and (4) a carrier module for joining other mod-

ules into the unit as well as for the delivered drug. Terms

“module” and “modular” are used here in their direct

sense, because the design of such transporters should sug-

gest the possibility of transporter switching to different tar-

get cell types and even to different cell compartments,

which can be achieved more rapidly and efficiently if the

transporter components are easily replaceable/rearrange-

able. The necessity of several, not less than four, compo-

nents is defined by the following reasons. First, it is possi-

ble to confer cell specificity to the transporter simultane-

ously with the ability to penetrate into the target cell if it

has a component that highly specifically binds the inter-

nalized and endocytosis-specific receptors. It is important

that the used receptors are overexpressed on target cells

and are poorly represented (in an ideal case they are

absent) on closely located normal cells. Second, it is pos-

sible to achieve specific intranuclear delivery if the trans-

porter has NLS. Third, the above-mentioned importins

are cytosol proteins, whereas the transporter that entered

the cell via receptor-mediated endocytosis is included in

endocytotic vesicles (endosomes, etc.) and therefore it is

separated from importins. This means that the transporter

cannot interact with them, and it needs an additional

component to provide for transporter release from endo-

cytotic vesicles. Fourth, all components or modules

should be combined in one moiety, the transporter, and it

should be possible to join transported drugs to it; the car-

rier module is intended for this purpose.

In the beginning, we tried to prove in principal the

possibility of solving this problem using polypeptide con-

jugates containing the above-mentioned modules and

created by the cross-linking of the modules by bifunc-

tional reagents (see in more detail [5-9]). It appeared that

these molecular constructs, having the prescribed set of

modules, really provided for the specific delivery of PS

into target cells, internalization in the latter, release from

intracellular vesicles, and delivery into the nucleus.

Individual modules within the constructs retained their

functions and served for the main task – achievement of

the high efficiency and cell specificity of the PS. Note,

the internalized PS exhibited higher cytotoxicity com-

pared to the same PS localized on the cell surface [10-

12], whereas the same PS that got into the nucleus via the

construct was more efficient than the internalized PS [5,

6]; free PS exhibited the least efficiency in photodynam-

ic cell damage. Thus, the conclusion concerning the cell

nucleus hypersensitivity to the photodynamic effect of PS

was confirmed.

It is important to know to what extent different

transport constructs are realized technologically; multi-

component transporters, obtained by cross-linking using

special reagents (see above), could scarcely become wide-

ly used because their production is labor-consuming and

expensive. However, these transporters designed by us at

the first stage did not pretend to possible practical use:

their task was to check the correctness of the approach as

such. However, for the aims of possible practical applica-

tion we have designed recombinant modular nanotrans-

porters (MNT; the scheme of their structure and stages of

penetration into a cell is shown in Fig. 1) containing (1)

α-melanocyte-stimulating hormone (MSH) or epidermal

growth factor (EGF) as internalized ligand modules

binding to melanocortin-1 receptors, overexpressed on

the human and mouse melanoma cells, or by ErbB1

receptors, overexpressed on the cells of head and neck

cancer, cancer of esophagus, (urinary) bladder, and some

others; (2) optimized NLS of SV40 virus large T-antigen;

(3) the hemoglobin-like protein (HMP) of E. coli as a

carrier module, and (4) translocation domain of diphthe-

ria toxin as the endosomolytic module (DTox) [13-15].

MNT with the purity of 90-98% were obtained. Later

MNT with different ligand modules such as interleukin-3
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(targets of this MNT were the acute myeloid leukemia

cells with overexpression of interleukin-3 receptors) and

somatostatin (for neuroblastoma cells with overexpres-

sion of somatostatin receptors) were designed [16].

At the next step it was necessary to check to what

extent modules incorporated in MNT retained their

functions required for achievement of the main goal –

specific intracellular drug delivery to target cells.

Functional activity of EGF-containing MNT was

estimated [15] by binding by EGF receptors on human

A431 epidermoid carcinoma cells overexpressing these

receptors [17], while for MSH-containing MNT this esti-

mation was carried out on mouse melanoma B16-F1 cells

with overexpressed melanocortin-1 receptors [13].

Dissociation constants (Kd) for MNT complexes like

HMP-NLS-DTox-EGF and DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF

with EGF receptors (Fig. 2) were 40 and 29 nM, respec-

tively, which is close to the Kd for 125I-labeled EGF (Fig.

2). In the 13-amino acid oligopeptide MSH, affinity to

melanocortin receptors was somewhat lower after its

incorporation into MSH-containing MNT (approxi-

mately 2⋅10–8 M) [13].

The fate of MNT bound to internalized receptors is

predetermined by processes of receptor-mediated endocy-

tosis: in particular, MNT should appear in endosomes,

closed membrane vesicles with gradually acidified content,

and the MNT should actively leave them in order to enter

the cytosol in which importins, able to provide for MNT

delivery to the cell nucleus after binding to NLS, are local-

ized. The release from endosomes should be carried out by

the endosomolytic module DTox, the task of which was

creation of defects in membranes on the side characterized

by weakly acidic medium (like that inside endosomes).

The ability of polypeptides to make pores in mem-

branes can be estimated by the release of dye from pre-

loaded liposomes [18]. The MNT under study caused dye

release in two pH intervals. The first was between pH 5.5

and 6.5 that was close to pH in endosomes and was

dependent on the DTox module [13, 15], because it itself

made pores in this pH interval [13]. The second was

revealed in a more acidic region with pH maximum from

3.0 to 4.0 and it was possible to attribute it to an effect of

HMP.

Fig. 1. Scheme of modular MNT structure and stages of its pene-

tration into the target cell. The first MNT module, ligand, per-

forms a double function: specific “recognition” of cancer target

cell and penetration into this cell via receptor-mediated endocy-

tosis. The second, endosomolytic module allows MNT to “go off”

the endocytotic pathway before getting into lysosomes in order to

allow the nanotransporter to interact with importins. For this pur-

pose, a polypeptide fragment able to make defects in membranes

at pH specific for endosomes was used as the second module.

Delivery into the cell nucleus is provided by the third module,

containing NLS, “recognized” by importins present in the hyalo-

plasm. The fourth MNT module is the carrier module for attach-

ment of the transported drug.
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Fig. 2. Competition of two MNT—DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF (   )

and HMP-NLS-DTox-EGF (    )—with 125I-labeled DTox-HMP-

EGF (20 nM) for binding to ErbB1 receptors on human epider-

moid carcinoma A431 cells [15]. The labeled truncated MNT

variant, 125I-labeled DTox-HMP-EGF, has Kd = 110 nM and

3.1⋅106 specific binding sites per A431 cell.
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Defects in membranes created by MNT and found in

experiments on liposomes were characterized electro-

chemically and by atomic-force microscopy [15, 19, 20].

Studying of conductivity of planar bilayer lipid mem-

branes after addition of MNT at pH 5.5 revealed the

emergence of ion channels with conductivity about 2-

5 nS, whereas MNT without the endosomolytic module

did not exhibit such effect. No channels emerged in

response to the full-sized MNT at neutral pH 7.0. In 5-

15 min after medium acidification to pH 5.5, atomic-

force micro-scopy reveals circular structures of 30-50 nm

diameter in supported lipid bilayer (egg lecithin) in the

presence of MNT (Fig. 3). In 40-60 min pores of 50-

200 nm diameter and of depth equal to bilayer thickness

could be detected. No such alterations were found at

pH 7.0. It was possible to show that the emergence of

fluctuating pores was caused by the effect of two mem-

brane-active domains—DTox and HMP. The diameter of

these pores (50-200 nm) significantly exceeds the dimen-

sions of MNT, and owing to this the MNT molecules not

bound to bilayer are probably able to leave endosomes and

reach their destination. It is interesting that the endoso-

molytic module DTox, included in different MNT

regions, nevertheless caused formation of identical

defects in lipid membranes [15], which suggests its ability

to function in different polypeptide contexts; this suppo-

sition agrees with results of Nizard et al. [21].

It was found by biospecific atomic-force microscopy

that elevations, observed on bilayer and forming circular

structures, are often seen near fluctuating pores and are

formed by MNT molecules. Biospecificity to MNT of the

cantilever tip of the atomic-force microscope was

ba

c d

along horizontal – 92.9 nm

along vertical – 4.0 nm

Fig. 3. Atomic-force microscopy of defects in lipid bilayers caused by MNT DTox-HMP-NLS-EFG at pH 5.5 [15]. a) Large pores and their

cross-section (b) by perpendicular plane along white line with characteristics of width (between light gray signs) and depth (between gray

signs); c) small defects and their enlarged image (d). One small defect surrounded by a bolster is shown by a white arrow, and one large fluc-

tuating pore is designated by a white sign.
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achieved by its modification using affinity-purified rabbit

antibodies to MNT. Such tip was used to obtain the curves

of dependence of strength of the tip interaction with lipid

bilayer and with MNT on the latter from the distance

between the tip and these objects. It was shown that the

average strength of the MNT–antibody specific interac-

tion was 192 ± 23 pN, which is characteristic of specific

antigen–antibody interactions [22].

It is known that in the case of scanning by a tip mod-

ified by antibodies (or by antigen) an increase in apparent

height of scanned objects by 1-2 nm due to the anti-

gen–antibody interactions is observed under the tapping

mode conditions [23]. Scanning the MNT-containing

lecithin bilayers by unmodified probe at pH 5.5 revealed

three types if particles with mean heights 1.1, 2.2, and

4.4 nm. Three types of particles were also observed during

scanning under the tapping mode conditions by the tip

modified with antibodies to MNT. However, in this case

their apparent heights were significantly higher by 1-

2 nm: 2.0 (p < 0.001), 4.3 (p < 0.05), and 7.0 nm. This

means that all these particles were formed by MNT mol-

ecules and, according to their mean height, they are

MNT molecules incorporated in the bilayer, adsorbed on

bilayer surface, and forming aggregates there. Thus, the

full-sized MNT, i.e. MNT containing all four modules

including the endosomolytic module DTox, in the case of

medium acidification to pH 5.5 can form in bilayers pores

bordered by MNT and having dimensions sufficient for

MNT release through them.

Finally, functional activity of the endosomolytic

module was confirmed on the cellular level. Measuring

pH of intracellular MNT microenvironment by image

ratio video microscopy [13] was used to reveal the ability

of MNT with incorporated DTox to leave the acidified

endocytotic compartments. In experiments on live cells

of Claudmann mouse melanoma S91 (clone M3), the

truncated MNT variant without endosomolytic module

was detected in vesicles with weakly-acidic and acidic

content, whereas the full-sized MNT (with DTox mod-

ule) was present in the neutral microenvironment.

Surface plasmon resonance was used to characterize

the interaction of NLS within MNT with the α/β-

importin dimer [15]: affinity constants of the studied

MNT to the importin dimer appeared to be very close to

the constant of free polypeptide with the same NLS [24],

which suggests that this module is fully functional [25].

Intracellular localization of full-sized MNT

appeared to be almost completely intranuclear [13, 15]

(Fig. 4 shows as an example localization of DTox-HMP-

NLS-EGF in cells of human epidermoid carcinoma

A431).

Finally, the covalent PS (bacteriochlorin p) attach-

ment to MNT via spacer 1,5-diaminopentane had no

effect on production of active oxygen forms by this PS,

which was possible to show using spin traps for hydroxyl

radicals and singlet oxygen [15].

Thus, all modules within MNT retained their inher-

ent functions which made it possible to achieve the main

goal – MNT delivery into the target cell nucleus; besides

the PS drug covalently attached to MNT did not lose the

ability to generate an active participant of all this type

cytotoxic drugs – reactive oxygen species.

The complete functional activity of modules within

MNT made it possible to use MNT for cell-specific

intranuclear delivery of antitumor drugs. The pro-

nounced, over 1000-3000 times enhancement of cytotox-

ic effect of PS chlorin e6 and bacteriochlorin p, delivered

by MNT into cell nuclei compared to the effect of free PS

(Fig. 5) was revealed in experiments [15] on human epi-

dermoid carcinoma A431 cells overexpressing ErbB1

receptors; the estimation was based on the EC50 ratio, i.e.

on the PS concentrations providing for half-maximal

effect. Moreover, MNT conferred cell specificity to PS:

chlorin e6 practically equally affected both target cells

(A431) and “non-target” cells expressing a low amount of

ErbB1 receptors (NIH 3T3 cells), whereas in MNT-PS

conjugate was inefficient for NIH 3T3 cells within the

range of concentrations killing target A431 cells (Fig. 5).

Similar results [13] were obtained using MSH-containing

MNT on mouse melanoma B16-F1 cells overexpressing

receptors for MSH [26-29]. Cytotoxic effect of PS bacte-

riochlorin p conjugated with MNT (bacteriochlorin p-

DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF) was characterized by EC50 =

22 nM, whereas free bacteriochlorin p had EC50 =

4990 nM, 230 times higher. Bacteriochlorin p-DTox-

HMP-NLS-EGF was not toxic for normal mouse fibro-

blasts C3H/10T1/2 and NIH 3T3 that did not overex-

press melanocortin-1 receptors. The authors believe that

differences in efficiency of EGF- and MSH-containing

MNT may be caused by different amounts of overex-

pressed receptors on the cells: ~104 per cell of B16-F1

melanoma and >106 per cell of A431epidermoid carcino-

ma. The truncated variant of MNT (bacteriochlorin p-

HMP-NLS-MSH) devoid of endosomolytic module was

Fig. 4. Intracellular localization of DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF in

human epidermoid carcinoma A431 cells [15]. a) Immunocyto-

chemical detection of DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF; b) the same

group of cells as in (a) with DNA stained by intercalating dye

ToPro-3.

a b
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5.3 times less active than the full-sized MNT, while MNT

without NLS-containing module was even less cytotoxic.

The comparison of efficiencies of the full-sized MNT and

its truncated variants devoid of any modules indicates that

the presence of all the modules in MNT is necessary for

its maximal efficiency.

In vivo experiments [15] were carried out on mouse

model of skin melanoma, a tumor that is non-optimal for

photodynamic therapy because it almost completely

absorbs light due to very intensive melanin pigmentation.

However, a significant MNT effect obtained in experi-

ments with bacteriochlorin p on melanoma cells in vitro as

well as spectral peculiarities of this PS (absorption maxi-

mum at 761 nm, i.e. in the region of deeper light penetra-

tion into tissues compared to most PS) were arguments in

favor of such experiments. The MSH-containing MNT

administered intravenously to C57/black mice with syn-

geneic melanoma B16-F1 (inoculated subcutaneously)

already 3 h later began to accumulate in tumor cells and

their nuclei. Bacteriochlorin p in itself was incapable of

influencing either the rate of tumor growth or an average

survival of mice with melanoma, whereas the same doses

of this PS introduced by the same scheme but transport-

ed by MNT reliably inhibited tumor growth and

increased average survival of tumor-carrying mice.

ADDRESSED DELIVERY OF ALPHA-PARTICLE

EMITTERS INTO TARGET CELL NUCLEI

Results obtained with PS point to promising use of

nanotransporters for delivery of different drugs like

radionuclides emitting alpha-particles. In our first exper-

iments with APE [30] we used modular polypeptide con-
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jugates obtained by module joining by bifunctional cross-

linking reagents (their application for PS delivery is

described above); they exhibited the expected efficiency:

the radioactivity dose necessary for damage of 63% cells

(A0) by alpha-emitter 211At delivery into the nuclei of

human hepatoma PLC/PRF/5 cells decreased by one

order of magnitude.

Recently [31, 32] we applied recombinant MNT

(DTox-HMP-NLS-EGF) labeled by 211At using N-suc-

cinimidyl-3-[211At]astato-4-guanidinomethylbenzoate

(211At-SAGMB) [33] for directed damage of cancer cells

with ErbB1 receptor overexpression: human epidermoid

carcinoma A431 and two lines of human glioblastoma

D247 MG and U87MG.wtEGFR. It was shown in pre-

liminary experiments that MNT labeling does not

change its properties. Experiments on determination of

cell survival (clonogenic ability) clearly showed more

pronounced cytotoxicity of 211At-SAGMB-MNT com-

pared to free 211At on all three lines of cancer cells. For

D247 MG glioblastoma cells (Fig. 6) the A0 values for
211At-SAGMB-MNT and free 211At were equal to 3.8 and

69.0 kBq/ml, respectively. In other words, the delivery of
211At into target cell nuclei increased its cytotoxicity

by 18.2 times. For two other lines A431 and

U87MG.wtEGFR the increase in cytotoxicity was 14.5

and 8.3 times, respectively. In the case of prolonged

incubation of glioblastoma D247 MG cells with 211At-

SAGMB-MNT or free 211At (control), when about 90%

radionuclide decayed, comparison of obtained A0 values

and following quantitative calculations indicated the

involvement of recoil nuclei formed during 211At alpha-

decay in the 211At-SAGMB-MNT effect [32].

Modular MNT developed by us make it possible to

confer cell specificity and high efficiency to a number of

antitumor drugs because they were constructed of mod-

ules with prescribed properties that provided for “recog-

nition” of a necessary target cell and its following direct-

ed transport into the cell nucleus. MNT modules consti-

tuting either fragments of various natural polypeptides

(NLS-containing and endosomolytic modules) or origi-

nally whole molecules (ligand modules, module-carrier)

are functional within a single chimeric artificial MNT

molecule. Target cell “recognition” by transporters along

with penetration into them is achieved due to the MNT

ligand module, capable of binding with high affinity to

internalized receptors, overexpressed on target cells (but

not on surrounding “non-target” cells). Thus, highly

specific ligand binding to receptor provides for cell speci-

ficity and following receptor-mediated MNT endocyto-

sis. The MNT release from endosomes, necessary for

MNT protection against degradation in lysosomes and

final entering the nucleus, is carried out by the endoso-

molytic module. Specific intracellular delivery is carried

out by the module with an appropriate amino acid

sequence, and in the case of delivery into the nucleus –

with NLS. Finally, the carrier module provides for join-

ing the MNT modules and attachment of delivered drug.

The modular principle of MNT design makes possible

module replacement or change of their arrangement

within the MNT upon changing the task: a change in the

target cell type, a change in intracellular target compart-

ment, etc. We believe that the MNT described here can

be considered as new pharmacological agents of wide

use.
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